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This program implements the basic equation for the reflection of a plane polarized electromagnetic wave, which is given by into an ellipse: , where is the ellipticity of the reflected wave, is the orientation angle of the half-wave plate, is the angle between the directions of the electric and magnetic fields in the incident plane, and is the angle between the directions of the electric
and magnetic fields in the reflected plane. The program illustrates the dynamic behavior of a half-wave plate. The input fields can be adjusted to specify the ellipticity of the incident plane polarized electromagnetic wave, the orientation angle of the half-wave plate, and the angle between the electric and magnetic fields in the incident plane, and the orientation angle of the half-
wave plate and the angle between the electric and magnetic fields in the reflected plane. The format of the input fields is: (ellipse1, ellipse2, ellipse3, ellipse4, ellipse5, angle1, angle2, angle3, angle4) For example, to specify a plane polarized wave with ellipticity 0.9, the following fields can be specified: (0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0, 90, 0, 90) For a s-polarized incident plane polarized
electromagnetic wave: (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) Here, the first two fields in the list indicate the value of the ellipse1 and ellipse2. The remaining four fields indicate the orientation angle of the half-wave plate, which is set to 45 degrees. The input fields can be specified in the above list format as well. The above mentioned fields are given in radians and in the clockwise direction.

For example, the s-polarized electromagnetic wave has the following ellipticity and orientation angle: (0.9, 45) The orientation angle of the half-wave plate is 90 degrees in the above example and can be specified as "45". By setting the half-wave plate to 45 degrees, the plane polarized incident wave is converted into a left circularly polarized electromagnetic wave with an
ellipticity of 1. The orientation angle of the reflected wave can be specified as "0". The incidence angle can be specified as "0
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Runs on JOGL, Java Commands: help - this message inputfields - Specify an electromagnetic wave's components using the field notation defined below. ## Input fields ## For a perfectly linearly polarized electromagnetic wave, its electric field can be described by a Jones vector, Vector electric field, (electric field of incident wave)(electric field of output wave). Using the
vector math package (from the math library) the input fields (incident and output wave) are represented by the following JVM parameters: ## Vector math ## The vector math package comes with a vector and matrix calculator. Vector math can be used to multiply, add and multiply the components of one vector by another. ## About the input fields ## The input fields may be
specified by the following fields: name - is the name of the input field. All fields are case sensitive. value - is the value of the input field. commands - tells the wave-plate program what the input wave is. If you do not specify a command, a planar wave is assumed. The following commands are available: p - the electric field of a plane wave. p_pol - the electric field of a plane

wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction. p_pol_rot - the electric field of a plane wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction and the specified direction rotated by the half wave plate. s - the magnetic field of a plane wave. s_pol - the magnetic field of a plane wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction. s_pol_rot - the
magnetic field of a plane wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction and the specified direction rotated by the half wave plate. s_sp_rot - the magnetic field of a plane wave with the specified linear polarization direction and the specified linear polarization direction rotated by the half wave plate. l - the magnetic field of a linearly polarized plane wave. l_pol -

the magnetic field of a linearly polarized plane wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction. l_pol_rot - the magnetic field of a linearly polarized plane wave with the linear polarization set to a specified direction and the specified direction rotated by the half wave plate. l_sp_rot - the magnetic field of a linearly polarized 80eaf3aba8
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User Interface: The user can choose either the Java Clipboard or Save As dialogs. The program is written in Java so it will run on almost any PC. It will also run on the Java-enabled smart phones and tablets. It is a single JFrame formated in Java. Notes: User interface is purely local i.e. The user does not interact with a remote computer. The output is an image file in the PNG
format. Windows users will find the program in the following path: \jre\jre7\jre\bin [Copyright 2014] - Author: ABM Software Inc. [Last modified: 13 Aug 2014] [Cutting-Edge Technology: New functionality is added whenever I learn about it] [Future plans: There is more to add to make this program more interactive] [File Listing: All the source codes are here] [*]
Acknowledgement: I'm using many contents from the CERN library for building this program. I would like to mention that this program would not be possible without their help and efforts. Thanks for the help and support! [*] Source Codes: [*.java] The source codes are all located in this folder. [*.png] These are the output images. [*.png] They are in the PNG format. [*.gif]
These are the output images. [*.gif] They are in the GIF format. [*.pfd] These are the output files in the PFD format. [*.pdf] These are the output files in the PDF format. [*.txt] These are the output files in the TEX format. [*.tcl] These are the output files in the TCL format. [*] Word: I would like to mention that this program is written in Java but the output images are either
PNG or GIF files. The PNG or GIF files are created by Java using the NetPbm
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Limitations: List of fields used by the program. Component fields:
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 945 or Intel Core i7 Memory: 6GB Hard Drive: 5GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 or ATI Radeon HD 5770 or better DirectX: Version 10 Network: Broadband internet connection Recommended Requirements: Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 955 or Intel Core i7 Memory: 8GB
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